Assimilating Seoul Japanese Rule And The Politics Of Public Space
In Colonial Korea 1910 1945 Asia Pacific Modern
Getting the books assimilating seoul japanese rule and the politics of public space in colonial korea 1910 1945 asia pacific modern now is
not type of inspiring means. You could not isolated going like book gathering or library or borrowing from your associates to entrance them. This is
an no question simple means to specifically get guide by on-line. This online declaration assimilating seoul japanese rule and the politics of public
space in colonial korea 1910 1945 asia pacific modern can be one of the options to accompany you taking into account having supplementary time.
It will not waste your time. bow to me, the e-book will extremely aerate you supplementary situation to read. Just invest tiny mature to way in this online message assimilating seoul japanese rule and the politics of public space in colonial korea 1910 1945 asia pacific modern as skillfully
as evaluation them wherever you are now.

A Concise History of Korea - Michael J. Seth 2019-11-20
Now in a fully revised and updated edition including new primary
sources and illustrations, this comprehensive book surveys Korean
history from Neolithic times to the present. Michael J. Seth explores the
origins and development of Korean society, politics, and still little-known
cultural heritage from their inception to the two Korean states of today.
Telling the remarkable story of the origins and evolution of a society that
borrowed and adopted from abroad, Seth describes how various tribal
peoples in the peninsula came together to form one of the world’s most
distinctive communities. He shows how this ancient, culturally and
ethnically homogeneous society was wrenched into the world of latenineteenth-century imperialism, fell victim to Japanese expansionism,
and then became arbitrarily divided into two opposed halves, North and
South, after World War II. Tracing the post-war years since 1945, the
book explains how the two Koreas, with their deeply different political
and social systems and geopolitical orientations, evolved into sharply
contrasting societies. South Korea, after an unpromising start, became
one of the few postcolonial developing states to enter the ranks of the

first world, with a globally competitive economy, a democratic political
system, and a cosmopolitan and dynamic culture. North Korea, by
contrast, became one of the world’s most totalitarian and isolated
societies, a nuclear power with an impoverished and famine-stricken
population. Seth describes and analyzes the radically different and
historically unprecedented trajectories of the two Koreas, formerly one
tight-knit society. Throughout, he adds a rare dimension by placing
Korean history into broader global perspective. All readers looking for a
balanced, knowledgeable history will be richly rewarded with this clear
and concise book.
Placing Empire - Kate McDonald 2017-08-01
A free ebook version of this title is available through Luminos, University
of California Press’s Open Access publishing program. Visit
www.luminosoa.org to learn more. Placing Empire examines the spatial
politics of Japanese imperialism through a study of Japanese travel and
tourism to Korea, Manchuria, and Taiwan between the late nineteenth
century and the early 1950s. In a departure from standard histories of
Japan, this book shows how debates over the role of colonized lands
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reshaped the social and spatial imaginary of the modern Japanese nation
and how, in turn, this sociospatial imaginary affected the ways in which
colonial difference was conceptualized and enacted. The book thus
illuminates how ideas of place became central to the production of new
forms of colonial hierarchy as empires around the globe transitioned
from an era of territorial acquisition to one of territorial maintenance.
The Proletarian Gamble - Ken C. Kawashima 2009-03-27
Koreans constituted the largest colonial labor force in imperial Japan
during the 1920s and 1930s. Caught between the Scylla of agricultural
destitution in Korea and the Charybdis of industrial depression in Japan,
migrant Korean peasants arrived on Japanese soil amid extreme
instability in the labor and housing markets. In The Proletarian Gamble,
Ken C. Kawashima maintains that contingent labor is a defining
characteristic of capitalist commodity economies. He scrutinizes how the
labor power of Korean workers in Japan was commodified, and how these
workers both fought against the racist and contingent conditions of
exchange and combated institutionalized racism. Kawashima draws on
previously unseen archival materials from interwar Japan as he describes
how Korean migrants struggled against various recruitment practices,
unfair and discriminatory wages, sudden firings, racist housing practices,
and excessive bureaucratic red tape. Demonstrating that there was no
single Korean “minority,” he reveals how Koreans exploited fellow
Koreans and how the stratification of their communities worked to the
advantage of state and capital. However, Kawashima also describes how,
when migrant workers did organize—as when they became involved in
Rōsō (the largest Korean communist labor union in Japan) and in Zenkyō
(the Japanese communist labor union)—their diverse struggles were
united toward a common goal. In The Proletarian Gamble, his analysis of
the Korean migrant workers' experiences opens into a much broader
rethinking of the fundamental nature of capitalist commodity economies
and the analytical categories of the proletariat, surplus populations,
commodification, and state power.
The Assemblage of Korean Shamanism - Joonseong Lee 2022
The most unique aspect of Korean shamanism is its mysterious duality

that continually reiterates the processes of deterritorialization and
reterritorialization. This book approaches that puzzle of mysterious
duality using an interdisciplinary lens. Korean shamanism has been
under continuous oppression and marginalization for a long time, and
that circumstance has never dissipated. Shaman culture can be found in
every corner of peoples lives in contemporary Korea, but few
acknowledge their indigenous beliefs with pride. This mysterious duality
has deepened as the mediatization process of Korean shamanism has
developed. Korean shamanism was revived as the dynamic of shamanic
inheritance in the process, but these dynamics have also become the
object of mockery. For this reason, any true understanding of Korean
shamanism rests in how to unravel the unique puzzles of this mysterious
duality. In this book, the duality is mapped out by playing with the
puzzles surrounding the contextualization of Korean shamanism and
mediatization. Joonseong Lee is Professor of Communication at California
State University San Marcos, USA. As a former Buddhist monk, his
research has focused on introducing the combined theoretical framework
of postmodern philosophy and Eastern philosophy (Buddhism and
Taoism) to the field of media studies.
The Abacus and the Sword - Peter Duus 1995
"This is a major historical work that, in the field of Japanese imperialism,
will set a standard for careful and comprehensive analysis. The Abacus
and the Sword is the handiwork of a master historian."—Mark R. Peattie,
author of Nan'yo: The Rise and Fall of the Japanese in Micronesia,
1885-1945 "This book . . . deserves a wide readership, especially among
East Asia history specialists, for it represents difficult and complex
scholarship at its best. . . . It is clear from an analysis of his
documentation that he put solid study into the Japan-Korea relationship
problem, one of the most complex in modern East Asian history—the
equivalent perhaps of the English-Irish relationship in Western History. .
. . This book is . . . well worth reading, not only for East Asian specialists
but for anyone fascinated by the mysteries of history." Hilary Conroy,
American Academy of Political Science
A Representation of Nationhood in the Museum - Sang-hoon Jang
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2020-02-05
A Representation of Nationhood in the Museum examines how the
National Museum of Korea, as a national repository of material culture
and the state’s premier exhibition facility, has shaped and been shaped
by Korean nationalism. Exploring the processes by which the museum
has discovered and interpreted material culture, using concepts of ethnic
nationalism in the historical and political contexts of South Korean
society, the book analyses how this nationalist interpretation has
regulated South Koreans’ understanding of their material culture. Issues
considered include: cultural and political relations with China; Japanese
colonial rule, cultural imperialism and its legacy; the division of Korea
since 1945; the Korean War and nation building since liberation in 1945;
and domestic political upheavals, including military coups in 1961 and in
1979. Demonstrating that authoritarian regimes’ emphasis on the
promotion of national unity drove national museums to establish national
identity through material culture, Jang argues that international political
and diplomatic factors also affect the process of the formation of national
identity in a specific political context. Concerning itself with issues such
as the relationship between politics and identity, museums and
authoritarian regimes, this book should be essential reading for
academics, researchers and postgraduate students in museum studies,
nationalism studies, Asian studies and history departments.
The Japanese Colonial Legacy in Korea, 1910-1945 - George Akita
2014-10-30
Drawing on recent scholarship this study effectively re-examines Japan's
policies in Korea from 1910 to 1945 and contributes to the growing field
of historical revisionism in Korean colonial history.
Tokyo in Transit - Alisa Freedman 2011
This work discusses literary depictions of mass transit in 20th century
Tokyo in the decades preceding WWII. It cuts across literary and
historical/sociological analysis, and contributes to the growing body of
work examining Japanese urbanism, gender, and modernism.
Colonial Modernity in Korea - Gi-Wook Shin 1999
This volume seeks to shed new light on the nationalist paradigm of

Japanese repression and exploitation that has dominated the study of
Korea's colonial period (1910-1945). The authors adopt a more inclusive,
pluralistic approach that stresses the complex relations among
colonialism, modernity, and nationalism.
Korea Under Japanese Colonial Rule - Andrew C. Nahm 1973
Constructing Empire - Bill Sewell 2020-08-15
Civilians play crucial roles in building empires. Constructing Empire
shows how Japanese urban planners, architects, and other civilians
contributed--often enthusiastically--to constructing a modern colonial
enclave in northeast China. As Bill Sewell shows, Japanese imperialism in
Manchuria before 1932 developed in a manner similar to that of other
imperialists elsewhere in China--but thereafter the Japanese sought to
surpass their rivals by transforming the city of Changchun into a grand
capital for the puppet state of Manchukuo, putting it on the cutting edge
of Japanese propaganda. Providing a thematic assessment of the evolving
nature of planning, architecture, economy, and society in Changchun,
Sewell examines the key organizations involved in developing Japan's
empire there as part of larger efforts to assert its place in the world
order.
Routledge Handbook of Modern Korean History
- Michael J Seth
2016-01-29
Beginning in the mid-nineteenth century when Korea became entangled
in the world of modern imperialism and the old social, economic and
political order began to change; this handbook brings together cutting
edge scholarship on major themes in Korean History. Contributions by
experts in the field cover the Late Choson and Colonial periods, Korea’s
partition and the diverging paths of North and South Korea. Topics
covered include: The division of Korea Religion Competing imperialisms
Economic change War and rebellions Nationalism Gender North Korea
Under Kim Jong Il Global Korea The Handbook provides a stimulating
introduction to the most important themes within the subject area, and is
an invaluable reference work for any student and researcher of Korean
History.
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The Affect of Difference
- Christopher P. Hanscom 2016-05-31
The Affect of Difference is a collection of essays offering a new
perspective on the history of race and racial ideologies in modern East
Asia. Contributors approach this subject through the exploration of
everyday culture from a range of academic disciplines, each working to
show how race was made visible and present as a potential means of
identification. By analyzing artifacts from diverse media including
travelogues, records of speech, photographs, radio broadcasts, surgical
techniques, tattoos, anthropometric postcards, fiction, the popular press,
film and soundtracks—an archive that chronicles the quotidian
experiences of the colonized—their essays shed light on the politics of
inclusion and exclusion that underpinned Japanese empire. One way this
volume sets itself apart is in its use of affect as a key analytical category.
Colonial politics depended heavily on the sentiments and moods aroused
by media representations of race, and authorities promoted strategies
that included the colonized as imperial subjects while simultaneously
excluding them on the basis of "natural" differences. Chapters
demonstrate how this dynamic operated by showing the close attention
of empire to intimate matters including language, dress, sexuality,
family, and hygiene. The focus on affect elucidates the representational
logic of both imperialist and racist discourses by providing a way to talk
about inequalities that are not clear cut, to show gradations of power or
shifts in definitions of normality that are otherwise difficult to discern,
and to present a finely grained perspective on everyday life under racist
empire. It also alerts us to the subtle, often unseen ways in which
imperial or racist affects may operate beyond the reach of our
methodologies. Taken together, the essays in this volume bring the case
of Japanese empire into comparative proximity with other imperial
situations and contribute to a deeper, more sophisticated understanding
of the role that race has played in East Asian empire.
Colonial Rule and Social Change in Korea, 1910-1945 - Hong Yung Lee
2013-09-22
Colonial Rule and Social Change in Korea 1910-1945 highlights the
complex interaction between indigenous activity and colonial

governance, emphasizing how Japanese rule adapted to Korean and
missionary initiatives, as well as how Koreans found space within the
colonial system to show agency. Topics covered range from economic
development and national identity to education and family; from peasant
uprisings and thought conversion to a comparison of missionary and
colonial leprosariums. These various new assessments of Japan's colonial
legacy may open up new and illuminating approaches to historical
memory that will resonate not just in Korean studies, but in colonial and
postcolonial studies in general, and will have implications for the future
of regional politics in East Asia.
Colonizing Language - Christina Yi 2018-03-06
With the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese War in 1894, Japan embarked on
a policy of territorial expansion that would claim Taiwan and Korea,
among others. Assimilation policies led to a significant body of literature
written in Japanese by colonial writers by the 1930s. After its
unconditional surrender in 1945, Japan abruptly receded to a nationstate, establishing its present-day borders. Following Korea’s liberation,
Korean was labeled the national language of the Korean people, and
Japanese-language texts were purged from the Korean literary canon. At
the same time, these texts were also excluded from the Japanese literary
canon, which was reconfigured along national, rather than imperial,
borders. In Colonizing Language, Christina Yi investigates how linguistic
nationalism and national identity intersect in the formation of modern
literary canons through an examination of Japanese-language cultural
production by Korean and Japanese writers from the 1930s through the
1950s, analyzing how key texts were produced, received, and circulated
during the rise and fall of the Japanese empire. She considers a range of
Japanese-language writings by Korean colonial subjects published in the
1930s and early 1940s and then traces how postwar reconstructions of
ethnolinguistic nationality contributed to the creation of new literary
canons in Japan and Korea, with a particular focus on writers from the
Korean diasporic community in Japan. Drawing upon fiction, essays, film,
literary criticism, and more, Yi challenges conventional understandings
of national literature by showing how Japanese language ideology shaped
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colonial histories and the postcolonial present in East Asia. A Center for
Korean Research Book
Divine Work, Japanese Colonial Cinema and its Legacy - Kate TaylorJones 2017-08-24
For many East Asian nations, cinema and Japanese Imperialism arrived
within a few years of each other. Exploring topics such as landscape,
gender, modernity and military recruitment, this study details how the
respective national cinemas of Japan's territories struggled under, but
also engaged with, the Japanese Imperial structures. Japan was
ostensibly committed to an ethos of pan-Asianism and this study explores
how this sense of the transnational was conveyed cinematically across
the occupied lands. Taylor-Jones traces how cinema in the region
post-1945 needs to be understood not only in terms of past colonial
relationships, but also in relation to how the post-colonial has engaged
with shifting political alliances, the opportunities for technological
advancement and knowledge, the promise of larger consumer markets,
and specific historical conditions of each decade.
Popular Culture and the Transformation of Japan–Korea Relations - Rumi
Sakamoto 2020-06-11
This book presents essays exploring the ways in which popular culture
reflects and engenders ongoing changes in Japan–Korea relations.
Through a broad temporal coverage from the colonial period to the
contemporary, the book’s chapters analyse the often contradictory roles
that popular culture has played in either promoting or impeding
nationalisms, regional conflict and reconciliations between Japan and
Korea. Its contributors link several key areas of interest in East Asian
Studies, including conflicts over historical memories and cultural
production, grassroots challenges to state ideology, and the
consequences of digital technology in Japan and South Korea. Taking
recent discourse on Japan and South Korea as popular cultural
superpowers further, this book expands its focus from mainstream
entertainment media to the lived experience of daily life, in which
sentiments and perceptions of the "popular" are formed. It will be useful
to students and scholars of Japanese and Korean studies, as well as film

studies, media studies and cultural studies more widely.
"Brokers of Empire"
- Jun Uchida 2005
Race for Empire - Takashi Fujitani 2011-11-01
Race for Empire offers a profound and challenging reinterpretation of
nationalism, racism, and wartime mobilization during the Asia-Pacific
war. In parallel case studies—of Japanese Americans mobilized to serve
in the United States Army and of Koreans recruited or drafted into the
Japanese military—T. Fujitani examines the U.S. and Japanese empires as
they struggled to manage racialized populations while waging total war.
Fujitani probes governmental policies and analyzes representations of
these soldiers—on film, in literature, and in archival documents—to
reveal how characteristics of racism, nationalism, capitalism, gender
politics, and the family changed on both sides. He demonstrates that the
United States and Japan became increasingly alike over the course of the
war, perhaps most tellingly in their common attempts to disavow racism
even as they reproduced it in new ways and forms.
Seoul - Ross King 2018-02-28
Seoul is a colossus both in its physical presence and the demand it places
on any intellectual effort to understand it. How did it come to be? How
can a city this immense work? Underlying its spectacle and incongruities
is a city that might be described as ill at ease with its own past. The
bitter rifts of Japanese colonization persist, as does the troubled
aftermath of the Korean War and its divisions; the economic “Miracle on
the Han” that followed is crosscut by memories of the violent
dictatorship that drove it. In Seoul, author Ross King interrogates this
contested history and its physical remnants, tacking between the city’s
historiography and architecture, with attention to monuments, streets,
and other urban spaces. The book’s structuring device is the dichotomy
of erasure and memory as necessary preconditions for reinvention. King
traces this phenomenon from the old dynasties to the Japanese regime
and wartime destruction; he then follows the equally destructive
reinvention of Korea under dictatorship to the brilliant city of the present
with its extraordinary explosion of creativity and ideas—the post-1991
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Hallyu, the Korean Wave. The final chapter returns to questions of
forgetting and memory, but now as “conditions of possibility” for what
would seem to underlie the present trajectory of this extraordinary city
and culture. Seoul can be read, King suggests, in the context of the
hybrid ideas that have characterized Korean cultural history. It may be
their present eruption that accounts for the city of contradictions that
confronts the contemporary observer and that most extraordinary of
Korean phenomena: the rise of an alternative, virtual world, eclipsing
both city and nation. Has the very idea of Korea been reinvented even as
the weakly defined nation-state slips away?
A History of Korea
- Kyung Moon Hwang 2021-11-30
Dynamic and meticulously researched, A History of Korea continues to
be one of the leading introductory textbooks on Korean history.
Assuming no prior knowledge, Hwang guides readers from early state
formation and the dynastic eras to the modern experience in both North
and South Korea. Structured around episodic accounts, each chapter
begins by discussing a defining moment in Korean history in context,
with an extensive examination of how the events and themes under
consideration have been viewed up to the present day. By engaging with
recurring themes such as collective identity, external influence, social
hierarchy, family and gender, the author introduces the major historical
events, patterns and debates that have shaped both North and South
Korea over the past 1500 years. This textbook is essential reading for
undergraduate and postgraduate students of Korean or Asian history.
The first half of the book covers pre-20th century history, and the second
half the modern era, making it ideal for survey courses.
Dr. Frank W. Schofield - Dougas C. Maplesden 2005
My aim in writing this book was to present a concise description of the
life and times of Dr. Frank Schofield, which would be of interest to his
former students and professional colleagues as well as many others.
Those of us who interacted with him had different reactions. Many feared
him, others respected his intelligence and some just didn't care much for
him and couldn't wait to get out of this class. This book should clear up
some of the reasons Dr. Schofield behaved as he did and perhaps it will

go a long way in explaining the man behind the professor. Dr. Schofield
was a fascinating teacher and an inspiration to many. It was an
enlightenment to follow his distinguished career in veterinary research.
His innovative and rewarding experiments in comparative medicine were
accomplished well before anyone else thought to forge that path to
improve the well being of animals and humans.
The American War in Contemporary Vietnam - Christina Schwenkel
2009-07-13
Christina Schwenkel's absorbing study explores how the "American War"
is remembered and commemorated in Vietnam today -- in official and
unofficial histories and in everyday life. Schwenkel analyzes visual
representations found in monuments and martyrs' cemeteries, museums,
photography and art exhibits, battlefield tours, and related sites of
"trauma tourism." In these transnational spaces, American and
Vietnamese memories of the war intersect in ways profoundly shaped by
global economic liberalization and the return of American citizens as
tourists, pilgrims, and philanthropists.
Rules of the House - Sungyun Lim 2018-12-18
At publication date, a free ebook version of this title will be available
through Luminos, University of California Press’s Open Access
publishing program. Visit www.luminosoa.org to learn more. Rules of the
House offers a dynamic revisionist account of the Japanese colonial rule
of Korea (1910–1945) by examining the roles of women in the civil
courts. Challenging the dominant view that women were victimized by
the Japanese family laws and its patriarchal biases, Sungyun Lim argues
that Korean women had to struggle equally against Korean patriarchal
interests. Moreover, women were not passive victims; instead, they
proactively struggled to expand their rights by participating in the
Japanese colonial legal system. In turn, the Japanese doctrine of
promoting progressive legal rights would prove advantageous to them.
Following female plaintiffs and their civil disputes from the precolonial
Choson dynasty through colonial times and into postcolonial reforms, this
book presents a new and groundbreaking story about Korean women’s
legal struggles, revealing their surprising collaborative relationship with
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the colonial state.
Imperial Romance - Su Yun Kim 2020-11-15
In Imperial Romance, Su Yun Kim argues that the idea of colonial
intimacy within the Japanese empire of the early twentieth century had a
far broader and more popular influence on discourse makers, social
leaders, and intellectuals than previously understood. Kim investigates
representations of Korean-Japanese intimate and familial
relationships—including romance, marriage, and kinship—in literature,
media, and cinema, alongside documents that discuss colonial policies
during the Japanese protectorate period and colonial rule in Korea
(1905–45). Focusing on Korean perspectives, Kim uncovers political
meaning in the representation of intimacy and emotion between Koreans
and Japanese portrayed in print media and films. Imperial Romance
disrupts the conventional reading of colonial-period texts as the result of
either coercion or the disavowal of colonialism, thereby expanding our
understanding of colonial writing practices. The theme of intermarriage
gave elite Korean writers and cultural producers opportunities to
question their complicity with imperialism. Their fictions challenged
expected colonial boundaries, creating tensions in identity and hierarchy,
and also in narratives of the linear developmental trajectory of
modernity. Examining a broad range of writings and films from this
period, Imperial Romance maps the colonized subjects' fascination with
their colonizers and with moments that allowed them to become active
participants in and agents of Japanese and global imperialism.
Assimilating Seoul - Todd A. Henry 2016-10-13
Assimilating Seoul, the first book-length study written in English about
Seoul during the colonial period, challenges conventional nationalist
paradigms by revealing the intersection of Korean and Japanese history
in this important capital. Through microhistories of Shinto festivals,
industrial expositions, and sanitation campaigns, Todd A. Henry offers a
transnational account that treats the city’s public spaces as "contact
zones," showing how residents negotiated pressures to become loyal,
industrious, and hygienic subjects of the Japanese empire. Unlike
previous, top-down analyses, this ethnographic history investigates

modalities of Japanese rule as experienced from below. Although the
colonial state set ambitious goals for the integration of Koreans,
Japanese settler elites and lower-class expatriates shaped the speed and
direction of assimilation by bending government initiatives to their own
interests and identities. Meanwhile, Korean men and women of different
classes and generations rearticulated the terms and degree of their
incorporation into a multiethnic polity. Assimilating Seoul captures these
fascinating responses to an empire that used the lure of empowerment to
disguise the reality of alienation.
Reading Colonial Japan - Michele Mason 2012-03-28
By any measure, Japan's modern empire was formidable. The only major
non-western colonial power in the 20th century, Japan controlled a vast
area of Asia and numerous archipelagos in the Pacific Ocean. The
massive extraction of resources and extensive cultural assimilation
policies radically impacted the lives of millions of Asians and
Micronesians, and the political, economic, and cultural ramifications of
this era are still felt today. The Japanese empire lasted from 1869-1945.
During this time, how was the Japanese imperial project understood,
imagined, and lived? Reading Colonial Japan is a unique anthology that
aims to deepen knowledge of Japanese colonialism(s) by providing an
eclectic selection of translated Japanese primary sources and analytical
essays that illuminate Japan's many and varied colonial projects. The
primary documents highlight how central cultural production and
dissemination were to the colonial effort, while accentuating the myriad
ways colonialism permeated every facet of life. The variety of genres the
explored includes legal documents, children's literature, cookbooks,
serialized comics, and literary texts by well-known authors of the time.
These cultural works, produced by a broad spectrum of "ordinary"
Japanese citizens (a housewife in Manchuria, settlers in Korea, manga
artists and fiction writers in mainland Japan, and so on), functioned
effectively to reinforce the official policies that controlled and violated
the lives of the colonized throughout Japan's empire. By making available
and analyzing a wide-range of sources that represent "media" during the
Japanese colonial period, Reading Colonial Japan draws attention to the
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powerful role that language and imagination played in producing the
material realities of Japanese colonialism.
The Journal of Korean Studies, Volume 21, Number 2 (Fall- 2016)
Donald Baker 2016-12-08
The University of Washington-Korea Studies Program, in collaboration
with Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, is proud to publish the Journal of
Korean Studies.
Brokers of Empire
- Jun Uchida 2011
Drawing on previously unused materials in multi-language archives, Jun
Uchida looks behind the official organs of state and military control to
focus on the obscured history of the Japanese civilians who settled on the
Korean peninsula between 1876 and 1945.
Rationalizing Korea
- Kyung Moon Hwang 2015-12-29
The first book to explore the institutional, ideological, and conceptual
development of the modern state on the peninsula, Rationalizing Korea
analyzes the state’s relationship to five social sectors, each through a
distinctive interpretive theme: economy (developmentalism), religion
(secularization), education (public schooling), population (registration),
and public health (disease control). Kyung Moon Hwang argues that
while this formative process resulted in a more commanding and
systematic state, it was also highly fragmented, socially embedded, and
driven by competing, often conflicting rationalizations, including those of
Confucian statecraft and legitimation. Such outcomes reflected the acute
experience of imperialism, nationalism, colonialism, and other sweeping
forces of the era.
Strangers in the City - Li Zhang 2002-11-01
With rapid commercialization, a booming urban economy, and the
relaxation of state migration policies, over 100 million peasants, known
as China’s “floating population,” have streamed into large cities seeking
employment and a better life. This massive flow of rural migrants directly
challenges Chinese socialist modes of state control. This book traces the
profound transformations of space, power relations, and social networks
within a mobile population that has broken through the constraints of the
government’s household registration system. The author explores this

important social change through a detailed ethnographic account of the
construction, destruction, and eventual reconstruction of the largest
migrant community in Beijing. She focuses on the informal privatization
of space and power in this community through analyzing the ways
migrant leaders build their power base by controlling housing and
market spaces and mobilizing social networks. The author argues that to
gain a deeper understanding of recent Chinese social and political
transformations, one must examine not only to what extent state power
still dominates everyday social life, but also how the aims and methods of
late socialist governance change under new social and economic
conditions. In revealing the complexities and uncertainties of the shifting
power and social relations in post-Mao China, this book challenges the
common notion that sees recent changes as an inevitable move toward
liberal capitalism and democracy.
Heritage, Memory, and Punishment - Shu-Mei Huang 2019-09-23
Based on a transnational study of decommissioned, postcolonial prisons
in Taiwan (Taipei and Chiayi), South Korea (Seoul), and China (Lushun),
this book offers a critical reading of prisons as a particular colonial
product, the current restoration of which as national heritage is closely
related to the evolving conceptualization of punishment. Focusing on the
colonial prisons built by the Japanese Empire in the first half of the
twentieth century, it illuminates how punishment has been considered a
subject of modernization, while the contemporary use of prisons as
heritage tends to reduce the process of colonial modernity to oppression
and atrocity – thus constituting a heritage of shame and death, which
postcolonial societies blame upon the former colonizers. A study of how
the remembering of punishment and imprisonment reflects the attempts
of postcolonial cities to re-articulate an understanding of the present by
correcting the past, Heritage, Memory, and Punishment examines how
prisons were designed, built, partially demolished, preserved, and
redeveloped across political regimes, demonstrating the ways in which
the selective use of prisons as heritage, reframed through nationalism,
leaves marks on urban contexts that remain long after the prisons
themselves are decommissioned. As such, it will appeal to scholars of
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sociology, geography, the built environment, and heritage with interests
in memory studies and dark tourism.
The Making of Modern Korea - Adrian Buzo 2022-10-31
This fully updated fourth edition of The Making of Modern Korea
provides a thorough, balanced, and engaging history of Korea from 1876
to the present day. The text is unique in analysing domestic
developments in the two Koreas in the wider context of regional and
international affairs. Key features of the book include: comprehensive
coverage of modern Korean history since 1876 expanded coverage of
social and cultural affairs up-to-date analysis of contemporary North
Korea, including assessments of the Kim Jong Un administration and
development of its nuclear weapons programme a detailed chronology
and suggestions for further reading The Making of Modern Korea is a
valuable one-volume resource for students of modern Korean history,
international politics, and Asian Studies.
Park Chung Hee and Modern Korea - Carter J. Eckert 2016-11-07
For South Koreans, the early 1960s to late 1970s were the best and
worst of times—a period of unprecedented economic growth and
deepening political oppression. Carter J. Eckert finds the roots of this
dramatic socioeconomic transformation in the country’s long history of
militarization, personified in South Korea’s paramount leader, Park
Chung Hee.
Queer Korea - Todd A. Henry 2020-02-21
Since the end of the nineteenth century, the Korean people have faced
successive waves of foreign domination, authoritarian regimes, forced
dispersal, and divided development. Throughout these turbulent times,
“queer” Koreans were ignored, minimized, and erased in narratives of
their modern nation, East Asia, and the wider world. This
interdisciplinary volume challenges such marginalization through critical
analyses of non-normative sexuality and gender variance. Considering
both personal and collective forces, contributors extend individualized
notions of queer neoliberalism beyond those typically set in Western
queer theory. Along the way, they recount a range of illuminating topics,
from shamanic rituals during the colonial era and B-grade comedy films

under Cold War dictatorship to toxic masculinity in today’s South Korean
military and transgender confrontations with the resident registration
system. More broadly, Queer Korea offers readers new ways of
understanding the limits and possibilities of human liberation under
exclusionary conditions of modernity in Asia and beyond. Contributors.
Pei Jean Chen, John (Song Pae) Cho, Chung-kang Kim, Timothy Gitzen,
Todd A. Henry, Merose Hwang, Ruin, Layoung Shin, Shin-ae Ha, John
Whittier Treat
Gender Politics at Home and Abroad
- Hyaeweol Choi 2020-07-30
Hyaeweol Choi examines the formation of modern gender relations in
Korea from a transnational perspective. Diverging from a conventional
understanding of 'secularization' as a defining feature of modernity, Choi
argues that Protestant Christianity, introduced to Korea in the late
nineteenth century, was crucial in shaping modern gender ideology,
reforming domestic practices and claiming new space for women in the
public sphere. In Korea, Japanese colonial power - and with it, Japanese
representations of modernity - was confronted with the dominant cultural
and material power of Europe and the US, which was reflected in Korean
attitudes. One of the key agents in conveying ideas of “Western
modernity” in Korea was globally connected Christianity, especially USled Protestant missionary organizations. By placing gender and religion
at the center of the analysis, Choi shows that the development of modern
gender relations was rooted in the transnational experience of Koreans
and not in a simple nexus of the colonizer and the colonized.
A Concise History of Modern Korea - Michael J. Seth 2019-12-18
Now in a fully revised and updated edition including new primary
sources and illustrations, this comprehensive and balanced history of
modern Korea explores the social, economic, and political issues it has
faced since being catapulted into the wider world at the end of the
nineteenth century. Placing this formerly insular society in a global
context, Michael J. Seth describes how this ancient, culturally and
ethnically homogeneous society first fell victim to Japanese imperialist
expansionism, and then was arbitrarily divided in half after World War II.
Seth traces the postwar paths of the two Koreas—with different political
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and social systems and different geopolitical orientations—as they
evolved into sharply contrasting societies. South Korea, after an
unpromising start, became one of the few postcolonial developing states
to enter the ranks of the first world, with a globally competitive economy,
a democratic political system, and a cosmopolitan and dynamic culture.
By contrast, North Korea became one of the world's most totalitarian and
isolated societies, a nuclear power with an impoverished and faminestricken population. Considering the radically different and historically
unprecedented trajectories of the two Koreas, Seth assesses the insights
they offer for understanding not only modern Korea but the broader
perspective of world history. All readers looking for a balanced,
knowledgeable history will be richly rewarded with this clear and concise
book.
Colonial Project, National Game
- Andrew D. Morris 2011
"Morris successfully weaves the intricacies of baseball's history into a
compelling narrative while giving us a keen analysis of its larger
significance. It is rare to find someone who can pull that off. This is an
absorbing and distinguished addition to sports history, to Taiwanese
history, and to studies of colonialism and its aftermath."--William Kelly,
Yale University "Colonial Project, National Game offers an engaging and
penetrating analysis of the culture of baseball in Taiwan, in both its local
and global conditions. Morris weaves details into a compelling narrative
that is as much about the game on the field as the game being played out
in the arenas of ethnicity, nationalism and geopolitics. Morris's study is a
model of sophistication and lucidity. He demonstrates that through a
perceptive reading of the mundane world of curve balls and player
contracts, we can better understand the ideological substructure of the
social."--Joseph R. Allen, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
Nation-Empire - Sayaka Chatani 2018-12-15
By the end of World War II, hundreds of thousands of young men in the
Japanese colonies, in particular Taiwan and Korea, had expressed their
loyalty to the empire by volunteering to join the army. Why and how did
so many colonial youth become passionate supporters of Japanese
imperial nationalism? And what happened to these youth after the war?

Nation-Empire investigates these questions by examining the long-term
mobilization of youth in the rural peripheries of Japan, Taiwan, and
Korea. Personal stories and village histories vividly show youth’s
ambitions, emotions, and identities generated in the shifting conditions
in each locality. At the same time, Sayaka Chatani unveils an intense
ideological mobilization built from diverse contexts—the global rise of
youth and agrarian ideals, Japan’s strong drive for assimilation and
nationalization, and the complex emotions of younger generations in
various remote villages. Nation-Empire engages with multiple historical
debates. Chatani considers metropole-colony linkages, revealing the core
characteristics of the Japanese Empire; discusses youth mobilization,
analyzing the Japanese seinendan (village youth associations) as
equivalent to the Boy Scouts or the Hitler Youth; and examines society
and individual subjectivities under totalitarian rule. Her book highlights
the shifting state-society transactions of the twentieth-century world
through the lens of the Japanese Empire, inviting readers to contend with
a new approach to, and a bold vision of, empire study.
Japanese Assimilation Policies in Colonial Korea, 1910-1945 Mark E. Caprio 2011-07-01
From the late nineteenth century, Japan sought to incorporate the
Korean Peninsula into its expanding empire. Japan took control of Korea
in 1910 and ruled it until the end of World War II. During this colonial
period, Japan advertised as a national goal the assimilation of Koreans
into the Japanese state. It never achieved that goal. Mark Caprio here
examines why Japan's assimilation efforts failed. Utilizing government
documents, personal travel accounts, diaries, newspapers, and works of
fiction, he uncovers plenty of evidence for the potential for assimilation
but very few practical initiatives to implement the policy. Japan's early
history of colonial rule included tactics used with peoples such as the
Ainu and Ryukyuan that tended more toward obliterating those cultures
than to incorporating the people as equal Japanese citizens. Following
the annexation of Taiwan in 1895, Japanese policymakers turned to
European imperialist models, especially those of France and England, in
developing strengthening its plan for assimilation policies. But, although
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Japanese used rhetoric that embraced assimilation, Japanese people
themselves, from the top levels of government down, considered Koreans
inferior and gave them few political rights. Segregation was built into
everyday life. Japanese maintained separate communities in Korea,

children were schooled in two separate and unequal systems, there was
relatively limited intermarriage, and prejudice was ingrained. Under
these circumstances, many Koreans resisted assimilation. By not actively
promoting Korean-Japanese integration on the ground, Japan's rhetoric
of assimilation remained just that.
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